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the professional edition also includes the full version of the programming used for winwedge pro which gives you all of the features found in the standard edition plus some new features including full support for iso & tcp communication protocol, automatic device configuration by scanning, csv file export and encoding, new programming
features, several new ethernet connections, and much more. the professional edition also has the ability to send or receive rs232 serial data across a tcp/ip network using two additional programs called tcp-wedge and tcp-com. tcp-com is designed to expose a rs232 serial port to a tcp/ip port on a network and tcp-wedge is exactly the same

as winwedge pro except that it inputs data from a tcp/ip port instead of an rs232 serial port. with tcp-com and tcp-wedge, you could do things like connect a rs232 serial device to the serial port on one pc and then use tcp-wedge to input data from that serial device directly into a program running on another pc somewhere in either the same
network or across the internet. for example, you could have a gps receiver or a scale sending data into the serial port on a pc in new zealand and then input the data from the device across the internet directly into a spreadsheet running on a pc in canada. making winwedge work for you winwedge has been designed with two important
considerations in mind. the first is that you only need to load winwedge once on your computer so that it will remember how to get the data and how to interpret it. the second is that you don't have to use any of winwedge's software to get the data. in fact, if you prefer that the software do all the work you need the winwedge suite. the

winwedge suite is a full featured data acquisition and presentation program - very similar to autocad and excel. in fact, most of the data and measurement applications for autocad and excel have been developed within the winwedge suite.
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the winwedge suite the main program in the winwedge suite is the data acquisition and presentation program.
this program has all of the features of the popular measuring, instrumentation and control applications you are

already familiar with such as: measuring instruments, tests and & measurements, automation, point of sale
displays, barcode scanners, ip (internet protocol) data acquisition, modbus/tcp/ip adapters, electrical engineering

and electric control hardware including automation systems, gps and plc programmers, networking, mobile
workstations and web applications. the winwedge suite also has a number of additional programs that let you do
some things that you couldn't do with just the data acquisition program: data input & creation, data conversion,
data management, data base & reports, dynamic data exchange, and custom workstations. you can call any of

these additional programs from any of the different programs in the winwedge suite or just invoke them from the
command window. innovative solutions for today's industrial facility managers winwedge has been designed to

meet the needs of today's industrial facility managers who are managing large numbers of remote data
acquisition and presentation systems. the winwedge pro license allows your users to use winwedge without the
installation and maintenance costs required of a full-featured data acquisition or presentation software package.
our oem licensing plan offers a reduced cost purchasing option for industrial facility managers. since winwedge
pro only requires a single license, you get the tools you need to install at a fraction of the cost of a full-featured

data acquisition and presentation package while maximizing your investment. the cost savings increase with the
number of installations. 5ec8ef588b
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